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Abstrat
In this note we display an observation about the geometrial proper-
ties of the gauge group manifold of the standard eletroweak theory, and
the values of the gauge oupling onstants. Heuristially obtained stru-
ture relates the value 137.036. . . to the low energy U(1) oupling. The
onstrution resembles tehniques reently used within the framework of
the string and D-brane theory. We onsider this as an indiation that
the string theory has diret relevane for the phenomenologial QFT and
partile physis.
This note displays in preliminary way one observation, whih possibly indi-
ates that the underlying geometrized theory, for whih we shall use the generi
name the String Theory (ST), has diret signiane for the low energy physis
desribed by the Standard Model (SM) or some its modiation. The very sim-
ple onstrution, obtained heuristially, resembles properties of ertain existing
models and relates the obtained value 137.036. . . with the low energy U(1)
oupling. We hope that it an shed some light on the nature of the transition
between the ST and QFT in general.
1 Heuristi onsiderations and motivation
It is expeted, in ertain way, that the underlying fundamental theory, if suh
exists, does not have adjustable free parameters. The values of the ouplings
in QFT, on the other hand, are not a priori determined at xed points. E.g.
αemIR is given by experiment, but it an be expeted to be, at least in priniple,
alulable within the some fundamental theory. That is, we expet the funda-
mental theory to have more degrees of freedom, whih are integrated when going
to QFT limit and thus provide us with the parameters of the eetive theory.
We also expet the both theories, fundamental and eetive, to have the same
infrared behaviour.
Standard Renormalization Group (RG) arguments would suggest that at
low energies one an integrate out all utuations of the string exept the gauge
theory degrees of freedom. This would seem to imply that the ST ould not
in priniple teah us anything about low energy gauge dynamis. Reent work
suggests that there are the setors of ST whih are important for the low energy
struture of the theory. In brane theory, gauge theory arises as an eetive low
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energy desription that is useful in some region in the moduli spae of the vaua.
Of ourse, it does not help us muh onerning the behaviour at the literally
infrared limit. Anyway, it is unlikely that without some new ingredient in the
theory gauge ouplings an be pratially alulable. We shall try here to test
the appliability of some (at this stage rather loose) ideas to this problem.
The squared ouplings at their plaes in generating funtional really look
like the fators normalizing the statistial weights of the eld ongurations,
but within the QFT itself we do not expet some new fundamental degrees of
freedom. We an pose the following question. If there is some struture in the
underlying geometrized theory responsible for the gauge degrees of freedom, is
it possible that it allows a set of models at given energy level, and the measure
of this set should be integrated out. Without the spei model, the question
seems to be rather vague.
The rst key ingredient in our hypothesis is that the manifold with the same
geometrial struture as the overing spae of the gauge group manifold itself
an be used to study the set of possible models. This requires an explanation.
Namely, the moduli spae of the theory whih depends on some parameters is
dened as the range of the parameters leading to distint physis. If the vaua
are related by the symmetry, it is not the ase, so we annot use the parts of
the gauge group manifold as the moduli spae.
To eluidate this issue, let us remind ourselves how the ground state in the
eletroweak theory was hosen. Using the global gauge freedom , the vauum
ondensate was loated in the lower, neutral omponent of the isospinor. It was
done using the means of the theory, and not as an atual hoie between physi-
ally distint situations. But if in the underlying fundamental theory all possible
assignments of the harges (and all possible ways of the symmetry breaking )
onsistent with the geometry of the gauge group manifold were allowed, the
hoie would be a physial one. In matter of fat, we suppose that within
the underlying theory the phenomenologial gauge harges are not quantized in
familiar way.
We observe that the simple fators of the eletroweak gauge group orrespond
to the non-vanishing yles on the overing spae of the gauge group manifold.
The topi of yles in the internal geometry is a rapidly evolving subjet, and an
attempt to try something that resembles mahinery already in use is the seond
key ingredient in our hypothesis.
The existene of the solitoni degrees of freedom in the string theory, to-
gether with the properties of the internal geometry of the spaeM upon whih
the string is ompatied leads to many interesting phenomena. In partiular
p-brane an wrap round the q-dimensional yle C⊂M leading to p-q dimen-
sional brane in the nonompatied spae. The possible C 's and their physial
onsequenes has been disussed in numerous ontributions, e.g.[1℄. Basially,
it is possible to onsider the vanishing yles, that are usually onsidered as a
soures of the gauge harges, but we shall be interested in non-vanishing ones,
typially onsidered in the study of blak holes, where also exists, although in
a dierent ontext, the problem of the "disappeared" degrees of freedom. They
an be related to the number of ways the yle (together with the hoie of
gauge eld on it) an be deformed in the ompatiation geometry. For an
exellent overview of this and related issues see [2℄. It should also be mentioned
that the models were onsidered, where strings (WZNW models) and D-branes
(models onsidered e.g. in refs. [3, 4℄) live on the group manifolds. Having this
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in mind, the use of ideas motivated by the researh in D-brane theory in the
study of the gauge group manifold does not seem unnatural. We are testing
our idea in the environment of the eletroweak theory. There are three basi
reasons to do so. The topology of the gauge group manifold is rather simple,
represented by the produt of the spheres, harges an be measured with high
preision and inverse oupling is maximal for IR xed point.
2 The basi idea and geometrial set-up
Loosely speaking, we are interested in how many ways the yle ontaining
the subgroup that orresponds to the partiular harge an be embedded in
the overing spae of the gauge group manifold. To nd it out, we need to
parametrize the sets of non-vanishing yles that an support the gauge groups
orresponding to the partiular harge operators. We onsider the yles that
are geometrially similar
1
to the yles identied as ontaining the partiular
subgroup· . After that we shall try to relate the integrals over parameter spae
to the phenomenologial values of the ouplings. For the standard eletroweak
theory, the gauge group manifold is S3 × S1/Z2 and we shall use it as a toy
model in an attempt to realize this idea. Let us rst identify suh yles. For
the SU(2)×U(1) and group manifold S3×S1/Z2, with the natural isomorphisms
SU(2) ∼= S3, U(1) ∼= S1 (1)
any of the points on S3 an be identied with the unit matrix and any of the
points on S1 an be attahed to the unit. So any of the S3 an be identied as
SU(2) and by this we have identied as SU(2) also the antipodal S3 (in respet
to S1 ). Having the identiation of the two yles given by (1) , we an see
that the yles that an support the U(1) gauge group belong to the following
sets:
• a: set of S3 yles parallel to the S1 that is given by (1) , and in the sense
of our statement these yles an support both SU(2) group and some its
U(1) subgroup.
• b: set of S1 yles normal to the S3 that is given by (1)
• : yles S1 desribed for the given identiation (1) by
S1 ∼ exp(−iφ)[ cosφI − i sin(aiτi)], aiai = 1 (2)
and those parallel to them.
For a3 = 1 it is obviously the usual eletromagnetism, represented as the
subgroup of U(2):
∣
∣
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∣
w 0
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∣
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∣
∣
, |w| = 1
with the generator
i
2
(I + τ3) .
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I.e. we are disussing yles, round spheres et. Our statements ould be expressed
e.g. using yles with minimal volume. At this stage we are trying to avoid mathematial
formalization as muh as possible.
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• For the ase "a" , it is natural to take as the measure of the number of
modes the yle an be loated on the gauge group manifold the integral
over S1/Z2, whih equals Ξa = π .
• For the "b" we have in the same sense integral over S3/Z2, being equal
Ξb = π
2
.
• For the "", the situation is slightly more ompliated. With the given
point I on the S3, every yle given by (2) is desribed by some xed ~a.
It is natural to take the integral over the unit sphere S2 (aiai = 1 from
(2)) that equals 4π as the measure of suh yles, and this holds for eah
point on S3/Z2 . So we have Ξc = 4π Ξb, Ξc = 4π
3
.
In that way, for all possible yles that an support U(1), inluding those given
by the linear ombination of the generators of the simple fators, we have the
following measure:
Ξa + Ξb + Ξc = 137, 036 . . . (3)
what is very lose to the phenomenologial value of the ne struture on-
stant.
If we aept for a moment that we are not dealing with the bizarre oin-
idene, we are faed with many questions and puzzles. First of all, it is the
question about the Weinberg angle. Namely, the value (3) is expeted to hold
as infrared limit in all possible unbroken low energy U(1) theories. It is not
only onsequene of the presented onstrution. It is rather expeted property
of the theory, see e.g. Ch.18 of the [5℄ for the disussion of the ouplings for the
ontinuos set of vaua with unbroken U(1). The very nature of the Weinberg
angle is onneted with the spei way of the symmetry breaking. The same
is truth for the formula from the eletroweak theory
1
e2
=
1
g′2
+
1
g2
(4)
It is not lear how to apply our idea in the ases where the ouplings annot
be related to all onsidered yles (ouplings whih are not related to unbroken
gauge group). In plain words, (3) is independent of Weinberg angle, ontributing
only to appropriate normalization of g and g′. The only thing that we an do
now is to proeed straightforwardly and onsider g2 and g′2 to be proportional
to 1/Ξa and 1/Ξb respetively. As we remember, these are the measures of the
sets of yles parallel on the S3× S1/Z2 to those identied as weak isospin and
hyperharge group. In that way sin2 θW = 0.241 . . . what is roughly satisfatory
having in mind that the energy sale has not been preisely identied. Of ourse
that without the elaborated theory sedutive numerial result (3) an be in the
best ase onsidered only as an indiation that we are on the right trae.
3 The possible meaning of the obtained onstru-
tion
It is premature to link our statements to any spei development of the ST,
whih was used here only as a motivation. In the same time, we an mention
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several theoretial onstrutions that exhibit the properties similar to ones de-
sribed in this note. First of all, some reent developments in D-brane theory,
where inverse squares of the gauge oupling onstants are represented as vol-
umes of the yles S3 and S2×S1 on the Calabi-Yau manifolds [1℄. The volume
is determined by the ompatiation radius
1
g2
∼ VCi (5)
The possibility that the infrared ouplings orrespond to some self dual (in
the sense of T duality) radius deserves further attention, speially beause the
enhanement of the gauge symmetry is in some ases expeted to our there.
We have already mentioned the branes living on the group manifolds [3℄.
Stritly speaking, ouplings as integrals over the gauge group manifolds and
over yles are known from long ago in the ontext of extended eld ongura-
tions and speially in SUGRA, for reent review see [6℄ and referenes therein,
but the onept of duality was not developed enough, and it was quite unlear
how to relate fats about extended ongurations to QFT of point-like objets.
It is also intriguing that our toy model is ompletely formally equivalent to the
onformally ompatied Minkowski spae [7℄, as in the formalism developed by
Penrose, what maybe opens the possibility for a link with holography.
It seems that in the underlying fundamental theory the notion of the harge
quantization must be somewhat modied, at least lassially. This would also
have onsequenes for the notions of duality, BPS states and the anomaly stru-
ture of the theory whih are all oneptually deeply interrelated with the on-
servation of the harge.
We think that this onstrution an be reoniled with the our present knowl-
edge about the oupling uniation. The expeted gauge group manifolds at
the uniation energy sale have dierent topology and desribed yles do not
inuene diretly the values of the ouplings, but this issue requires further
study.
Presented work has a preliminary and heuristi nature, and it does not make
laim about "explanation of α−1 " or similar. It rather attempts to help bridge
the gap between the phenomenologial physis and the ST starting from the
phenomenologial side. To ahieve this, very strong assumptions were made
both expliitly and impliitly. In that way we got at one expression (3). This
raises the hope that we are on the right trae, but only the future development
ould justify the proposed identiations.
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